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“This, ladies and gentlemen, is where chamber music is going.“ 
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General information

CONTACT 
Thibault Bertin-Maghit
6329 rue Drolet •  Montréal, QC H2S 2S6
514 528-1681 • thibaultbertinmaghit@hotmail.com

WEBSITE: www.collectif9.ca

PHOTOS & VIDEOS
Photos are downloadable from our website. Videos are available on our website, on YouTube (/
collectif9mtl), and on Vimeo (/collectif9).

AUDIO RECORDINGS
collectif9’s debut album Volksmobiles - pieces by Bartók, Brahms, Schnittke, André Gagnon, and 
Geof Holbrook: https://collectif9.bandcamp.com
collectif9’s 2nd album with original arrangements of music by Gustav Mahler will be released in 
the Fall 2018.

GROUP MEMBERS
• Thibault Bertin-Maghit: double bass, arrangements 
• Andrea Stewart: cello   
• Jérémie Cloutier: cello
• Scott Chancey: viola
• Xavier Lepage-Brault: viola 
• Robert Margaryan: violin   
• Yubin Kim: violin
• Elizabeth Skinner: violin
• John Corban: violin    
• Rufat Aliev: sound engineer

NOTE: The musician list can vary from one concert to the next. Please ask for confirmation before 
printing or diffusing promotional material for the event.

TYPES OF PERFORMANCE
The show is preferably presented as an amplified performance whenever the presenter can 
provide the necessary equipment. If this is not possible, collectif9 can present an acoustic 
performance. The use of lighting instruments greatly contributes to the originality of the show 
and, though not essential, is strongly encouraged if the host infrastructure permits.

SET-UP / STRIKE DURATION
• Amplified performance: 5 h / 1 h 
• Acoustic performance: 3 h / 30 min

ARTIST MANAGEMENT & BOOKING AGENCY
Latitude 45 Arts - Barbara Scales and Eoin Ó Catháin
scalesb@latitude45arts.com / eoin@latitude45arts.com
+1 (514) 276-2694 / www.latitude45arts.com
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Press quotes

“My Backyard, Somewhere ... arrives just in time (and at last!) to immerse us fully 
- in a both positive and creative way - in something of a hot topic. In fact, we should 

probably invite our current politicians.”
- Ludwig van Montréal (French only)

“Volksmobiles gives listeners a change of pace with some delightful post-modern accessibility 
that does not stint on musical content … played with great brio and vitality.”

- Gapplegate Classical-Modern Music Review

“The album features an eclectic mix of five folk-inspired tunes, each attacked with vigor and 
verve. In each piece, collectif9 explores colours that push at the edges of respectability … a solid 

debut from an ensemble that has the potential to go very far indeed.”
- La Scena Musicale

“On a peaceful night this Christmas Eve, in the midst of dazzling strobe lights, collectif9 
performed an unprecedented style of music ... and delivered a brilliant performance.”

- Shenzhen Concert Hall (Mandarin only)

“It was a fabulous concert. Their musicianship is excellent and I totally love their energy and joy 
and how well they relate to the audience. The ending number with the young kids was really 

terrific ... We had an enthusiastic crowd who were all giving me the thumbs up on their way out.”
- Pat Zagelow, Friends of Chamber Music, Portland, OR

“The talented group of friends doesn’t spare any effort to achieve their ultimate goal: to allow 
everyone to participate in the utter joy of classical music, initiated or not.”

- ICI Musique (French only)

“[Volksmobiles] is a whirlwind of a piece … It’s fun, it’s propulsive, and it leaves you wanting 
more … the best thing on the album is “Petit concerto pour Carignan,” a classical-Celtic 

crossover by André Gagnon which they seem to have recorded through some sort of wizardry.”
- WCRB-FM, Classical Radio Boston
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collectif9
Classical String Band – effervescent and uncompromising.

"Montreal’s collectif9 put on a spectacular show at last night’s Chamberfringe. This, ladies 
and gentlemen, is where chamber music is going." - Ottawa Chamberfest

Montreal’s cutting-edge classical string band collectif9 has been gathering steam since its 2011 
debut, attracting diverse audiences in varied spaces. Known for energized, innovative arrangements 
of classical repertoire, collectif9 employs lights, staging, and amplification more commonly seen 
at rock acts, and heralds a new age in genre-bending classical performance. collectif9 has already 
performed over 100 concerts across North America, Europe, and Asia; from outdoor concerts at 
Canadian summer festivals, to winter tours in the north, to Christmas-time in China, the ensemble 
combines the power of an orchestra with the crispness of a chamber ensemble.

collectif9’s FACTOR-funded debut album, Volksmobiles, was released in February 2016. Described 
as “dazzling” (The WholeNote), the album exudes “great brio and vitality” (Gapplegate Classical-
Modern Music Review), capturing the brilliant colour and driving energy of a collectif9 live 
performance. Featuring folk-inspired music by Brahms, Bartók, Schnittke, and André Gagnon, 
collectif9’s new album also presents the world premiere recording of Canadian composer Geof 
Holbrook’s Volksmobiles, written for the ensemble. 

The musicians and friends met as students at Université de Montréal and McGill University: they 
wanted to create something different yet complementary to traditional representations of classical 
music, more relatable to pop culture. Learning from the classical works that have influenced 
non-classical musicians and the structure of pop concerts, collectif9 looks for ways to break the 
stigma of inapproachability, searches for new ways of expression within the classical medium, and 
attempts to foster communication and collaboration between artists and within their community.

collectif9’s new show is built around their brand new album: No Time for Chamber Music expands 
upon the folk melodies and rhythms audiences have come to expect in a collectif9 performance, 
but integrates an ironic flavour, presenting serious material in playful or sarcastic contexts. Works 
by Mahler, Ligeti, Gabriel Prokofiev, and others are transformed from their original form - often 
symphonic in nature - into chamber music for nine. These original arrangements feature textures

Watch collectif9 in action at: www.collectif9.ca
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Group biography continued

and special instrumental effects that transport the listener out of the concert hall and into a world 
of fantasy and imagery. collectif9 presents No Time for Chamber Music in 2018-19 and beyond.

During the 2018-19 season, collectif9 will launch their new album of music written by (and 
inspired by) Gustav Mahler - No Time for Chamber Music presents a new angle on the composer’s 
symphonies and lieder. With freshly printed albums under their arms and instruments on their 
backs, the ensemble will pack up and head to Mexico for the first time before travelling to the 
United States to perform on the West Coast. collectif9 returns to Europe in Spring 2019, almost 
one year after their debut tour on the continent in Norway (June 2018).

The ensemble continues to explore new repertoire and new artistic partnerships. With the 
exceptional support of the Canada Council’s New Chapter program and in collaboration with 
Architek Percussion, collectif9 has created a multi-disciplinary show, with original music 
commissioned from composers Derek Charke, Nicole Lizée, Eliot Britton, Luna Pearl Woolf, and 
Bret Higgins, and words by Kaie Kellough. Premiered in Montreal in June 2018, My Backyard, 
Somewhere can be seen, heard, and experienced throughout Canada in 2018-19.

Erupting onto the scene in a 2015-16 break-out tour, collectif9 released their debut album, 
Volksmobiles, while performing over 40 concerts across Ontario, New Brunswick, and Quebec as 
Entrées en scène Loto-Québec Artists. A season of firsts, the musicians of collectif9 spent Christmas 
2015 in China on their first international tour.

The 2016-17 season saw collectif9 perform in the United States, Quebec, and Ontario. During the 
summer months the ensemble performed in a special event at the Banff Centre (Banff, AB) and in 
the beautiful outdoor amphitheater at the Festival de Lanaudière (Joliette, QC), and transitioned 
into the autumn on the beaches of California. After an intimate concert in their home base of 
Montreal, collectif9 finished the season at Classical:NEXT in Rotterdam, NL, making new friends 
and opening new doors for future performances and collaborations. 

The following season collectif9 returned to Asia with concerts in China and South Korea, before 
returning to Canada once again to perform in Ontario, British Columbia, and the Northwest 
Territories, as well as in communities across the Island of Montreal as part of Conseil des arts de 
Montréal en tournée. The touring season ended in the studio, as the group recorded their second 
FACTOR-funded album, No Time for Chamber Music. 

collectif9 has received a great deal of support and encouragement, and we are very grateful to 
the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, the Canada Council for the Arts, the Conseil des arts 
de Montréal, FACTOR, and Musitechnic.

ARTIST MANAGEMENT & BOOKING AGENCY
Latitude 45 Arts - Barbara Scales and Eoin Ó Catháin
scalesb@latitude45arts.com / eoin@latitude45arts.com
+1 (514) 276-2694 / www.latitude45arts.com
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Artistic mission

Founded out of a desire to reach a more diverse audience, the mission of collectif9 is to present 
classical works and ideas to a broader public, particularly by demonstrating the connection a 
listener immersed in the pop world can feel with contemporary classical music.

Playing short excerpts of works arranged for the group, collectif9 pays close attention to the 
energy, flow, and variety of each show as a whole, highlighting the use of familiar dance rhythms, 
developing transitions between pieces, talking to the audience, and using lighting effects to 
emphasize the character of each piece. With these techniques, collectif9 already counts in 
our supporters classical music lovers, punk rockers, and heavy metal bands. It is here that our 
development strategy emerges – in order to continue to introduce new audiences to the music we 
love, collectif9 needs continuously expanding, continuously flexible methods.

The audience development goals of collectif9 are:
• to bring classical music to those who haven’t yet had the chance to hear it, breaking 

down the stigma of inapproachability;
• to encourage those who already experience and love classical music and to find 

new ways to help them express themselves through this medium;
• to foster communication and understanding between artists and others belonging 

to the same community;
• to create new mediums for different members of society to relate to one another, 

to foster a feeling of togetherness.

As mentioned above, our unique concert presentation is one of collectif9’s most important 
methods of audience engagement. However, the group is also committed to the preparation of 
specially-designed school shows and presentations, masterclasses, and workshops. Put together 
specifically for the intended group, collectif9’s educational activities focus on: energy, pleasure, 
and exploration.

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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Workshops and Community Involvement

“Stars, because if the nine musicians shone, even more was the sparkle in the eyes of the twelve 
students ... A finale imprinted with magic, for young and old.” - KRTB Rivière-du-Loup, QC

“[I felt] right in the music - it was so much fun … I want to do it again!” - Joly Primary School students

collectif9 has created a variety of activities and concerts to enrich the experience of students 
and audiences alike, motivating participants to expand their expectations of classical music. 
Encouraging young musicians to think outside the box, explore their musical ideas, and find 
freedom on-stage is one of our favourite pastimes! Specially designed to suit the school day 
and the students in attendance, our energetic school shows are fun for all ages and levels. 
By organizing additional activities outside of our performance, we not only encourage young 
people and students to experience classical music and become involved in it, creating the next 
generation of listeners; we are also encouraging their families to be involved, experience the 
music with their children, and discuss the experience with their friends and colleagues.

Workshop and on-stage collaboration
There’s a reason that our workshop with an on-stage component is popular with concert 
presenters, schools, and parents: the students love pushing the boundaries of their performance 
and we love working with them! Using a piece chosen from collectif9’s performance program 
and based on the level of participants, the musicians offer a workshop with a tailor-made 
arrangement in the style of collectif9. With the possibility to adjust for almost every combination 
of instruments and levels, we have played works such as Gagnon’s Petit concerto pour Carignan 
and Bartok’s Romanian Folk Dances with beginner and advanced string players, an orchestra of 
guitars, and even wind ensemble.

Past workshop participants include: • fiddle amateurs from age 7 to age 77 (St-Hyacinthe, QC) • conservatory 
students (Rimouski, QC) • primary school guitar ensemble (Rivière-du-Loup, QC) • extra-curricular wind 
ensemble (Verdun, QC) • Portland BRAVO Youth Orchestra (Portland, OR) • advanced strings students (West 
Vancouver, BC).

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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Workshops and Community Involvement (continued)

Q&A Sessions
Led by the curiosity of the participants, a question and answer session allows students and 
audience members to connect with collectif9 on their own terms. Structured with flexibility or 
facilitated by a leader, we discuss amplification, our on-stage approach, our musical histories, 
and any other topics that come up.

“I was left in awe and couldn’t find more words to write … At the end of the concert, the 
only thing I could think was, ‘Who isn’t smiling right now?’ ” - Linfield College students

Project Development
In this workshop, we discuss the steps in project development, from an idea to full fruition, 
from the musician’s point of view. Students will discuss: narrowing down an idea into a project; 
developing collaborations with others; creating a compelling program, brand, and promotional 
plan; searching for funding; administrative and organizational needs. We will use our own 
projects as examples, and participants are welcome to bring their own ideas and projects to 
workshop as a group.

Masterclasses
The musicians of collectif9 have trained with renowned performers and pedagogues around 
the world. Using their experiences gained in conservatories, universities, on stage and in the 
rehearsal room, they offer intermediate and advanced students traditional masterclasses on a 
diverse range of repertoire: classical, contemporary, early music, improvisation, and traditional 
musics.

WORKSHOP & ON-STAGE COLLABORATION VIDEOS

• With primary school guitar students (Rivière-du-Loup, QC): 
https://youtu.be/9RRAd0tWVHE
(On YouTube, search: collectif9 à Rivière du Loup)

• With fiddle amateurs from age 7 to age 77 (St-Hyacinthe, QC): 
https://youtu.be/Hvrs8xoyT4Q?t=2m37s
(On YouTube, search: Juliette vous invite... Activités de sensibilisation // 
watch from 2min37 to 3min57)

ARTIST MANAGEMENT & BOOKING AGENCY
Latitude 45 Arts - Barbara Scales and Eoin Ó Catháin
scalesb@latitude45arts.com / eoin@latitude45arts.com
+1 (514) 276-2694 / www.latitude45arts.com
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Artists’ biographies

Thibault Bertin-Maghit, double bass & 
arrangements • An inventive and dynamic 
musician and the founder of collectif9, 
double bassist Thibault Bertin-Maghit finds 
his inspiration anywhere from heavy metal to 
early music. A jack-of-all-trades, Thibault can 
be seen on stage with Tafelmusik, Ensemble 
Caprice, and Nouvel ensemble moderne, or 
found working tirelessly on new arrangements 
for collectif9.

Andrea Stewart, cello • From stages at the 
SXSW Music Festival to Ottawa Chamberfest 
and Carnegie Hall, cellist Andrea Stewart 
has been seen and heard in venues across 
North America, Europe, and Asia performing 
solo recitals and collaborating with a variety 
of ensembles; Infusion Baroque, Grammy-
nominated Uccello, Gruppo Montebello, 
Ensemble Caprice, and of course collectif9, of 
which she is a founding member.

Jérémie Cloutier, cello • Born and raised in 
Montreal, cellist Jérémie Cloutier lives to make 
connections with people of all backgrounds 
and experiences - it comes as no surprise 
that he is a dedicated chamber musician and 
pedagogue. His performance experience is 

diverse and exciting; in addition to collectif9 
(founding member), Jérémie works with Lofi 
Octet, Ensemble Tango Montreal, Valaire, the 
Montreal Chamber Music Society, and I Cellisti. 

Xavier Lepage-Brault, viola • Xavier Lepage-
Brault has been an integral part of the Montreal 
music community since childhood and has 
continued his local involvement as his musical 
life has spread to the international. Violist 
and founding member of collectif9, Xavier 
also performs regularly with the Orchestre 
Métropolitain (with music director Yannick 
Nézet-Séguin) and Les Petits Violons, and is a 
member of Ensemble Jean-Cousineau.

Scott Chancey, viola • Violist Scott Chancey 
has a passion for string quartets, film scores, 
symphonies… you name it! In addition to 
touring with collectif9 as a founding member, 
Scott performs regularly with the Orchestre 
symphonique de Montréal and can be heard 
in exciting concerts throughout Montreal and 
Ottawa. Scott was the Principal Viola of the 
Newfoundland Symphony and member of the 
Atlantic Quartet from 2006-2010, but he keeps 
close to the film world by producing tour videos 
of collectif9 (seen them?).

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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Artists’ biographies 
(continued) 

Yubin Kim, violin • Violinist Yubin Kim is a force 
on stage, drawing inspiration from hip hop, 
jazz, and classical music in his interpretations 
and his movement. A founding member of 
collectif9, Yubin is known for his open and 
flexible collaborative style as well as his brilliant 
playing. He is a diverse musician who can be 
heard performing jazz, pop, and classical music: 
he performs with Lofi Octet and is a member of 
the Orchestre Nouvelle Génération, and he has 
performed and toured internationally with I 
Musici de Montréal, Ara Gevorgyan, and Céline 
Dion.

Robert Margaryan, violin • Humour and 
charm are as much a part of violinist Robert 
Margaryan’s playing as they are his personality. 
A brilliant improviser who is at home with jazz, 
folk, and classical music alike, Robert has been 
a permanent member of collectif9 since 2016 
but has been an integral violinist in the group 
since its founding. At home, Robert is the first 
violinist of the Turovsky Quartet and a member 
of the Orchestre Nouvelle Génération (founded 
by Yuli Turovsky).

Elizabeth Skinner, violin • Elizabeth Skinner’s 
bold and dazzling performances have brought 
her to music academies and festivals in Canada, 
the United States, Germany, Austria, Italy, 
Switzerland, and Japan. A recognized leader, 
Elizabeth has performed as concertmaster 

with the McDuffie Center String Ensemble, the 
McGill Symphony Orchestra, and the McGill 
Contemporary Music Ensemble. Elizabeth is 
currently pursuing a Doctor of Music at McGill 
University with renowned violinist Axel Strauss. 

John Corban, violin • Violinist John Corban 
is a musician committed to bringing music of 
all kinds, to a wide variety of audiences and 
circumstances. With a keen interest in exploring 
and performing both early music repertoire 
and new works, John has participated and 
performed in numerous festivals in Canada and 
abroad and is sought-after as a collaborator 
with ensembles and composers alike. A 
frequent participant in the Music in the Barns 
series in Toronto, John is also a founder of the 
chamber music collective, Warhol Dervish. 

Rufat Aliev, sound engineer • Dedicated to 
the craft of live sound, Rufat Aliev has been 
perfecting the amplified sounds of collectif9’s 
acoustic instruments since the group’s 
inception as a founding member. When not 
touring with collectif9 as sound engineer, 
Rufat is a Professor and Technical Director 
at Musitechnic College. He was awarded the 
prestigious CARAS/Fred Sherratt Award for his 
extraordinary talent, leadership, prowess, and 
potential in the music industry. A drummer 
in his past life, Rufat continues to strive for 
precision at the console.

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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Achievements

collectif9 has presented over 100 shows since 2011. 
collectif9 released their debut album, Volksmobiles, in 2016. Their 2nd  
album, No Time for Chamber Music, comes out in 2018. Both were funded  
by FACTOR.
 

TOURS
Montréal: 10 concerts presented by the Conseil des arts de Montréal en  
tournée – 2017-18
Québec: Over 40 concerts from Mont-Laurier to New Richmond, and from St-Jean-sur-Richelieu 
to Havre-St-Pierre.
Canada: Ontario (15), Northwest Territories (4), British Columbia (3), New Brunswick (4), Nova 
Scotia (1), Alberta (2).
United States: California (4), Oregon (2), Washington (1), Idaho (1), Wyoming (4), Colorado (1).
Asia: Two tours totalling more than 15 concerts in China and South Korea.
Norway: Concerts in Olso and at the Arctic Arts Festival in Harstad.
Mexico: 3 concerts at the Festival de Música de Morelia.

MAIN SHOWS
• Opening celebration of the first Canadian highway to reach the Arctic Ocean in 

Tuktoyaktuk, NWT – 15.11.2017
• Show in the grand outdoor amphitheatre at Festival Lanaudière, QC – 29.07.2016
• Opening act for Buffy Sainte-Marie and Dan Mangan at Banff Centre, AB – 16.07.2016
• Christmas eve celebration concert at the Shenzhen Concert Hall, China – 24.12.2015

SHOWCASES
• Arts Midwest 2018 • PAMS 2017, South Korea • WAA 2017 • Classical:NEXT 2017, Rotterdam • APAP 
2017, NYC • CINARS 2016 • PAE 2016 • APAP 2016, NYC • CAPACOA 2015 • Pacific Contact 2015 • 
RIDEAU 2015 • OFF-CINARS 2014 • Ontario Contact 2014 • Grand Rendez-vous de la musique 2014

WORKS COMMISSIONED
• Nicole Lizée, Derek Charke, Luna Pearl Wolf, Bret Higgins, Eliot Britton - Works for collectif9 

and Architek Percussion – Premiered on 09.06.2018, in Montréal.
• Geof Holbrook, Volksmobiles – Premiered on 22.04.2014
• Matthias Maute, Noncerto de la neige – Premiered on 10.02.2014

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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Achievements (continued)

OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS
• Recipient of exceptional funding from the New Chapter program of the Canada Council for 

the Arts for the creation of a large scale new production – 2017

• Production of 14 music videos including the LIVEshort video series since 2012. / 
Totalling over 50 000 views, these videos are ambassadors of the group, and their 
diffusion significantly contributes to the growth of the collectif9 fan base.

• Recipient of the Entrées en scène Loto-Québec program – 2015-16

• Crowd-funding campaign to produce a music-video. / $ 10 000 raised – 05.2014

COLLABORATORS/SPONSORS
collectif9 maintains partnerships with various companies who believe in the original approach of 
the group and who are aware of its development potential.

• Latitude 45 Arts: booking agency

• Pbox Concerts: booking agency for France network

• Shira Gilbert PR: public relations

• Musitechnic: audio equipement loan

FUNDING ORGANIZATIONS
• Conseil des arts de Montréal

• Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec

• Canada Council for the Arts

• Foundation Assisting Canadian Talent on Recordings (FACTOR)

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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Technical rider abstract

1. PERFORMANCE SPACE
The performance space should be at least 20 feet (6 meters) wide and 13 feet (4 meters) deep.

2. STAFF
COLLECTIF9 can be accompanied by team of up to three people: tour manager, sound engineer, 
and light designer. Number and length of crew calls will determined by mutual agreement.

3. USE OF PERFORMANCE FACILITY  
Amplified performance: After PRESENTER installation of lighting and audio, COLLECTIF9 requires 
five hours on the day of the performance. The typical schedule would be as follows: 1–4 pm 
Installation/Technical setup & Focus; 4–6 pm Soundcheck/Rehearsal; 8pm Performance (typically 
about 1,5 hours); Strike time (1h).
Acoustic performance: COLLECTIF9 requires two hours on the day of the performance for 
installation and rehearsal. The typical schedule would be as follows: 4–5 pm Installation; 5–6 pm 
Rehearsal; 8 pm Performance (typically about 1,5 hours); Strike time (30min).

4. SOUND (for amplified performance only)
COLLECTIF9 provides 9 DPA clip-on condenser microphones and 1 Midas M32r mixer (tbc).
PRESENTER provides:
- Mains;
- Analogue snake: 16 inputs, 5 outputs;
- Monitors: 2 side-fill monitors, and three wedge monitors;
- Microphones: 5 Shure SM58 microphones (or equivalent).

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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8. CONTACT
For all questions regarding technical needs:
Thibault Bertin-Maghit, production manager - 514 528-1681 • thibaultbertinmaghit@hotmail.com

Technical rider abstract (continued)

5. LIGHTING
Developing lighting designs is integral part of COLLECTIF9 proposition. As much as possible, the 
group would like to have access to a lighting system to allow to present the show with all its 
visual components. The following describes a lighting system required for a typical COLLECTIF9 
performance:
- A Minimum of 60 dimmers;
- Approximately 60 lighting instruments;
- A Hazer;
- A Control board with at least 24 manual faders.
As a minimum requirement, PRESENTER provides the lighting equipment needed to light the 
performance space with clear and homogeneous light.

6. STAGE
COLLECTIF9 provides nine battery-powered stand lights. PRESENTER will provide nine black music 
stands, two piano benches, and three 4’x8’ (height: 12’’ and 18’) and two 4’x4’ black risers (height: 
6’’).
 
7. STAGE PLAN

collectif9 - Presentation File (August 2018)
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review on p. 40), featuring the world premiere 
recording of Volksmobiles by Canadian composer 
Geof Holbrook.

Formed in 2011 by Thibault Bertin-Maghit, 
collectif9 is a group of nine classically trained 
string players who aren’t shy about shaking things 
up. The members, who met at McGill University 
and the Université de Montréal, are violinists Yubin 
Kim, Frédéric Moisan, Grégor Monlun, and Roland 
Arnassalon; violists Scott Chancey and Xavier 

The collaborative spirit of the group shines 
through in their stage performance, delivering 
their bite-sized – yet incredibly intricate – pieces 
with both dramatic flair and pinpoint accuracy. “It’s 
musically satisfying for everyone, and everyone 
takes pride in whatever role they have in a piece,” 
notes Stewart. Adds Bertin-Maghit, “Our strength is 
that the group really reflects each individual.”

Most of the music in collectif9’s rotation is 
inspired by very relatable folk styles that feature a 
strong rhythmic profile. Each piece on their debut 
album explores a different side of folk. The first, 
an arrangement of Brahms’s, Rondo alla zingarese, 
from his Piano Quartet op. 25, is one of the group’s 

The mobile part is represented by the cascading 
motif throughout the parts,” explains Bertin-
Maghit.

Throughout the recording process, the group 
developed a personal sound to maintain fidelity 
in their live performances. “We envision ourselves 
as a live music group,” says Stewart. “We wanted 
to keep the raw quality that you can get in a live 
performance, but we’re also perfectionists and we 
want to do our very best on this recording.” Adds 
Bertin-Maghit, “You hear the instruments very 
closely. You hear the details.”

“At first, it wasn’t our goal to make a CD,” states 
Bertin-Maghit. “First we shot videos, then we 
played concerts. Eventually we said, ‘Hey, we need 
a CD.’”

Collectif9 launches Volksmobiles on February 19 
at Montréal’s Théâtre Outremont before embarking 
on a 30-concert tour, gigging in the manner of a 
rock group across New Brunswick, Québec, and 
Ontario. On March 10, they will perform for the 

COLLECTIF9 ON THE EDGE

most popular pieces. It is followed by the atonal 
Sonata allegretto, an arrangement of Alfred 
Schnittke’s Violin Sonata no. 1. Also included on 
the album is Bartók’s Divertimento for Strings and 
André Gagnon’s Petit concerto, written in honour of 
Québec fiddler Jean Carignan.

The album takes its name from a three-movement 
work by Canadian composer Geof Holbrook, which 
was commissioned by collectif9. Volksmobiles was 
written specifically for nine equal string parts with 
amplification. Each movement features minimalist 
falling thematic cells with strong rhythmic elements 
based on extended techniques. In particular, the 
third movement incorporates a topography of slaps 
and knocks on the bodies of each instrument.

“Geof both writes music and performs music 
in classical contexts as well as pop, so he was in 
between genres that fit with our approach. The 
volks part of the name refers to folk. Most of the 
repertoire we play is folk-inspired so this was his 
point of departure for the composition of the piece. 

Known for pushing the boundaries in their 
music, Montréal-based classical string band 
collectif9 is forging into uncharted territory 
with the release of their debut album (see 

Lepage-Brault; cellists Andrea Stewart 
and Jérémie Cloutier; and bassist Bertin-
Maghit.

Though collectif9 performs within the 
classical idiom, their bold performance 
style is heavily influenced by popular 
music, combining a rock-inspired 
rhythmic vitality with audio-visual 
elements such as lights and amplification. 
These interactive innovations have 
literally opened doors for the group.

“There are not many auditoriums in 
Québec with Maison Symphonique or 
Salle Bourgie’s nice acoustics, and because 
we play with amplification, we can play in 
most places,” says Bertin-Maghit. Playing 
in concert halls and clubs, churches and outdoors, 
collectif9 has gathered a following quite unlike 
other chamber ensembles.

With an unusual chamber formation of a double 
string quartet with added double bass, Bertin-
Maghit arranges most of collectif9’s repertoire. 
Playing an eclectic mix that includes Beethoven, 
Brahms, Shostakovich, and Piazzolla, each piece is 
customized for the group. Sound engineer Rufat 
Aliev, who works behind the scenes at every live 
performance, brings each member’s individual 
voice to the forefront, allowing them to act as both 
soloists and collaborators.

“In chamber music roles change constantly. 
Since there are nine of us, there are way more 
possibilities,” explains Bertin-Maghit. “We are 
inspired by groups where all members are equally 
involved in the performance. In music, that’s not 
always the case; as soon as you have a bigger group, 
the energy and the way people are communicating 
with each other is different.”

first time in Toronto with Music Toronto. 
This tour comes on the heels of collectif9’s 
well-received first international tour in 
China this past December.

Even with the logistical challenges that 
come with extensive touring, the group 
is keeping a small management team 
and delegating many tasks among the 
musicians. “We have a mini-bus for the ten 
of us that I had to get a special license to 
drive,” says Stewart with a laugh.

Asked about next steps, Stewart laughs 
again, “We have too many plans. We’re 
good at thinking big.” For collectif9, only 
one thing is for certain: the search for new 
sounds and innovative ways to connect 

with their audience.
“It’s important to not take it for granted that 

something is going to work,” explains Bertin-
Maghit. “There is always a bit of experimenting. 
You’re always on the edge. You’re not repeating the 
same thing over and over, otherwise you’re going to 
bore the audience – or yourself.”

“The future of chamber music is vast and full of 
variety,” states Stewart. “There are new things all 
the time that are not replacing what came before, 
they just add to the richness and the possibility. I 
think what we’re doing is a very important part of 
that. It’s good to have change.”
----------------------------------------------------------
collectif9’s Volksmobiles CD launch, February 19, 8pm 
at Théâtre Outremont. 
See full tour schedule at www.collectif9.ca

Complete article available here: http://www.scena.
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